
BioLiebert - organic farm of the Liebert family

1. Introduction

At the organic farm of the Liebert family, everything revolves around the goat's stable in 
Geratshofen. The enterprise managers have decided to present their animals in a new 
manner, since goats still hold a role of exotic creatures in Germany.

BioLiebert is an organic demonstration enterprise. Transparency and the strengthening of 
the consciousness are important to the enterprise managers. Since it cannot be determined 
if the criterium "regional" permits an unrestricted consumption, the farm  cultivates 
regionally and organically.

2. Promoter profile

First Name
Tobias

Last Name
Liebert

Birth Year
1987

Gender



Male

Education

Farmer; technical education 

3. Farm Profile



Address
Dorfstraße 7. 86637 Wertingen/Geratshofen

Country
Germany

Farm area in hectar
41.00

Date of establishment of the farm



2006

Date since when the promoter owns/rents the farm
Sun, 01/01/1984 - 12:00

NUMBER OF WORKERS FAMILY MEMBERS EXTERNAL WORKERS

Full time 0 1

Part time 0 2

Farm description

Since 1984, the farm has been located in rural Geratshofen, a district of Wertingen in the 
administrative district of Dillingen, in the possession of the Liebert family. It initially started 
with a horse stable years before, then later the first goats were moved in and the horse 
stable was closed. The senior enterprise managers identified an interesting niche market 
here.

After extensive planning, the enterprise managers re-educated themselves, inquiring other 
enterprise managers about their experiences with the goat farming.

Then the decision was taken in favour of building a modern, species-appropriate stable for a 
goat herd, in which the animals are fed with a simple methods and grain, straw and hay can 
be stored easily. Then came a gradual expansion and the organic milk goat farm with EU 
accredited slaughterhouse, farm shop and conference room were built

The farm contains, besides the spaciously constructed stable, building with milking system 
as well as an outbuilding for the young animals.

The enterprise produces raw milk, not heat-treated milk. It is not boiled, but exclusively 
filtered and cooled. It is milked twice a day on-site and regularly transported to the dairy. 
Direct sale of milk and meat takes place on the farm to a limited extent.

Recently, goat cheese has also been produced and directly sold. This option wasn't explored 
earlier due to the high workload.

Tobias Liebert now plans the rounding of the farmhouse in a hamlet location and the 
construction of a residential and commercial complex, in which even more focus can be put 
on direct sale in the future. Thereby he wants to develop the agricultural enterprise from a 
side line enterprise into self-sustainable existence.

Website and social network links
Website 

4. Multifunctional/sustainable farming and European 

http://www.bioliebert.de


Agricultural Landscapes (EAL)
Multifunctional & sustainable farming Key Words
Biodiversity
Direct sales
Quality/Organic/Certified production

Free Text

The "Westerried nördlich Wertingen" (Western Northern Wertigen) was included in 2007 by 
the EU as area Nr. DE7329-371 in the European wide biotope network "NATURA 2000". It 
concerns the last remnants of a formerly extended fen in the Eastern Swabian Donauried 
between Höchstädt and Wertingen. The biotopes host numerous rare species of flora and 
fauna, for example bird's eye primula, globeflower, marsh gentian, various  orchids, lesser 
marbled fritillary, Chrysochraon disparand Chorthippus montanus. Also, the beavers occurs 
here. 

The enterprise has wide pasture and green fodder directly in front of the stable door and 
further green areas - in property or leased - will be started with the specially equipped "goat 
taxi" in order to graze these naturally. For instance, these municipal and privately-owned 
lands will be made available for the enterprise to graze.

In 2010, further lands were added to the FFH area, and thereby also to cultivation through 
BioLiebert. On these lands, various planned measures shall be implemented. These 
measures enable for the pathway of the flood channel systems, shallow water zones, 
watersides flattening along the ditches as well as the sowing of green areas with the 
subsequent mowing or grazing. 

In the tendering procedure, BioLiebert equipped with an innovative and small scale grazing 
concept through goats, prevailed in a tough competition of land utilisation. With the 
henceforth implemented concept, not only the economical objectives with the keeping of the 
goat herd but also nature conservation and landscape objectives could be reached.  

Besides the production of high quality food and marketing the niche, BioLiebert, being a 
producer and consumer at the same time, follows the objective the rural life closer to the 
people. The intention is not based on the idea of the pure commercial use. Interested people, 
associations, kindergarten groups and school classes as well as individuals or families are 
received at the farm or in the stable. BioLiebert offers regular guided visits and 
demonstrations. Thus, external persons can also participate in the organic goat milk farm 
daily life.

Through this kind of agriculture, the enterprise contributes to:

- Preservation and strengthening of the biodiversity;

- Preservation of traditional cultivation techniques;

https://cs.feal-future.org/en/msfarm/biodiversity
https://cs.feal-future.org/en/msfarm/direct-sales
https://cs.feal-future.org/en/msfarm/qualityorganiccertified-production


- Promotion of the value of the landscape;

- Production of high-quality, safe and healthy food; 

- Active nature conservation; 

- Awareness raising for agriculture - landscape - nutrition.

Advice/Recommendation

"Think about possibilities of combining the niches and themes of agriculture, nature 
conservation and landscape. If this project is successful, it will become a great opportunity 
for approaches in the direct sale of outstanding  products!"

"The cultivation of the country is accompanied by great responsibility and also an educative 
and informative mission!"

5. Considerations, skills/competences involved and 
queries/questions
General considerations

Today, BioLiebert builds on already years long experience in the sector of the goat keeping, 
processing and marketing.

Besides the technical basic education, this particular experience is indispensable. In 
particular, the open and concrete exchange with colleagues can help here to master the 
challenges in practice.

Depending on the type of visitors, BioLiebert offers space to come into contact with 
agriculture, landscape, food and nature.

Based on the clear basic concept of the regional and biological economies and landscape 
conservation and maintenance result business opportunities not only in the sector of the 
direct sale, but also in the pedagogical sector. These possibilities are consequently followed 
and used by the enterprise.

The holistic concept promotes the enterprise itself, the region and the landscape.  

Strengths Weaknesses

Solid customer base through experiential culture and nature concept.Stable income basis in the direct marketing.Bureaucracy.  Management of the agriculture as side line enterprise and not as full enterprise (potential for efficiency enhancement).OpportunitiesThreatsAdded value  further improve.Raise and grow synergies.External influence, vandalism and robbery (pasture fence, batteries etc.). Increase of the leasing prices through biogas installations.KeywordsEAL KeywordsPastureRural areaFarming Key wordsDairy farmGoatsGrassland/PastureLivestockProcessingMain Training/Skills/CompetencesMr Liebert is very well trained in agriculture. He feels very strong in the sector of the production. He builds on the family ties and also very much on communication and transparency outwards.He is in permanent contact and exchange with the customers and asks for their opinion. In doing so, he stays on the pulse of time, as he wants to develop his enterprise further.From entrepreneurial point of view, the farm and Mr Liebert are in a good position: they already have successful experience in production of a niche product and know how to enter with added value margins on a niche market.To get in touch with community for the purpose of training and education aspects as well as for selling the high-quality products, the farming family is always in close contact with the community following the idea of open and transparent farm.Multifunctional & sustainable farming Key WordsBiodiversityDirect salesQuality/Organic/Certified productionQueries/Questions- It is a challenge to work on economic and ecological added value at the same time. If you reach both and even a better standing in society, this is a good result. What chances do you see for your business in combining ecological and economic goals?- Biodiversity maintenance and the preservation of visual landscape character and elements can be supported. Do you have any interesting landscape features in your surrounding that need to be maintained?- To serve a niche market is highly attractive, but it is important to keep the workload in mind. Do you see a  realistic chance of getting all the necessary work done?- Contact with local community schools and kindergartens is a chance to get in touch directly with social aspects as well as with business opportunities along added value chain. Can you set up links to educational institutions in your region?Acknowledgement and disclaimer.This project ERASMUS+ no. 2016-1-SK01-KA202-022502 has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.Copyright and Disclaimer  |  The EU General Data Protection Regulation
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